BIG THEATRICAL INTERESTS LINKED WITH XXY

Question of Available Frequencies

It has been learned that the broadcast interests have linked with the project of establishing a new station in Melbourne. XXY. It is understood that this linking has been done with the Federal Communications Commission, which has indicated that the station will be granted a licence. The station will operate on 1200 kHz with a power of 5000 watts. The licence is subject to the condition that the station will operate without interference to existing stations.

Sweeping Broadcast Changes

The Federal Communications Commission, which is responsible for the regulation of broadcasting, has announced sweeping changes in the licensing of broadcasting stations. The changes include the elimination of the concept of "local broadcast," the establishment of "national broadcast," and the requirement that all stations operate on a 24-hour basis. The changes are intended to encourage the development of a national network of broadcasting stations.

N.B.C. AFTER WMAQ

It is understood that negotiations are underway for the acquisition of the NBC network by WMAQ. This move is expected to have a significant impact on the broadcasting industry, as WMAQ is one of the largest and most influential stations in the United States.

Sweeping Broadcast Changes

The Federal Communications Commission has announced sweeping changes in the licensing of broadcasting stations. The changes include the elimination of the concept of "local broadcast," the establishment of "national broadcast," and the requirement that all stations operate on a 24-hour basis. The changes are intended to encourage the development of a national network of broadcasting stations.

PERCY GRAINGER'S LECTURES

Notable Recitals in Melbourne

Following his broadcast programs of recitals in Sydney and Tasmania, Percy Grainger, the noted Australian composer, pianist, and conductor, has been granted a new licence to conduct recitals in Melbourne and the national programme of 3LO on December 4th from 9.30 p.m. These recitals are an important milestone in the history of Australian music and are expected to be of great interest to music lovers throughout the country.

The recitals will feature a wide range of music, including works by composers such as Brahms, Beethoven, and Tchaikovsky. The recitals will be held in various venues throughout Melbourne, including the State Theatre and the Arts Centre. The recitals will be broadcast live via the 3LO network.

A WAVE FETE

Organised by the Chums Chatterbox Corner

ONCE again 3AW is demonstrating the effectiveness of appeals broadcast through the children's station. A fresh organ of 150 women was to be held at the Town Hall, Melbourne, on the 19th and 20th of December and in addition to the usual quota of the evening, the 3AW women were granted the use of the market for a grand fete at Christmas. The women answered the appeal and not to form the gigantic committee was met. Most work had been handled in the past, and as a result of the interest manifest no less than 110 women attended the meeting, some from as far distant as Frankston and Geelong.

27th December has already been raised in this appeal. This being augmented by donations made through the Post Office by the members of the Chums Chatterbox Corner. The appeal is aimed to be the most successful in this appeal up to date.

A Lady's Thought

On Royal Wedding

It is hard to find words to describe what is probably the one great event in the history of radio broadcasting. In fact, the word "broadcast" is itself a new term that has been coined to describe the event. The wedding of Prince George and Princess Martha was broadcast live to a listening audience of millions across the world.

The broadcasts were conducted on a grand scale, with the royal family arriving at the church in a car that was specially designed for the occasion. The ceremony was conducted in the presence of royalty and high-ranking officials from around the world. The broadcasts were conducted in multiple languages, with translators on hand to ensure that all listeners understood the proceedings.

The broadcasts were a huge success, with millions of people tuning in to listen to the event. The Royal Family was greeted with a standing ovation as they arrived at the church, and the broadcasts were broadcast live all over the world. The event was a huge success, and it is likely that it will be remembered as one of the greatest events in the history of radio broadcasting.
COLUMBIA

Important New Releases of Catholic Church Music
Conducted by Chaplin Baldwin

(Recorded in Theodosus, Brighton, February 19, 1934)

1) DO1959—Mass Sollemnis—Sancutum
2) DO1921—Mass Sollemnis (a) Benedicamus
3) Catholic Church Music Concert Choir Singing in Latin
4) The Foursquare Pioneers—Edward Byrd Beresford
5) (At the Organ) Terence Tynan.

We have authoritative information that these two records embrace some of the best known and well liked Catholic Church music—music that is in almost every one. Never have been previously recorded it is said to say that all Catholic Schools, Convents, Church and Catholic Associations, will be interested in these records. We believe they are capable of producing some good sales figures.

From the Record-Breaking Film

One Night of Love

EA1128—One Night of Love. Waterloo, with vocal refrain, Eddy Duchin and his orchestra. Thank You for a Lovely Greeting. Portrait with vocal refrain Don Butler and his orchestra. (Not from Grace Moore's latest films.

Grace Moore's latest films, "One Night of Love," is one of the most successful in both America and England, and the approach which it received was recorded on a special Sunday evening screening in Sydney, here has the benefit of both the musical and dramatic efforts. Take your ticket for this, the music is finished and completely successful, and the song "One Night of Love" will be a triumph.

One Night of Love" Grace Moore also sings the following operative titles. It can be seen that this is the latest effort by his Master's Voice records. (See His Master's Voice catalogue in this issue)

"Seventeen" from "Travolta"—CA1178

Love Dust from "Madam Butterfly"—DI5420

"One Fine Day" from "Madame Butterfly"—AR.2413

Last Rose of Summer" from "Marta"—CA1178

Better than from "Lucia di Lammermoor"—AR.2413

"Cordisboi"—A Neapolitan Song—DA.900

Record Releases

"Little Valley in the Mountains"—EA.1114—Little Valley in the Mountains, with vocal refrain Jack Jackson and his orchestra. Noble and his orchestra. Madame, Will You Walk. Footnot with vocal refrain Jack Jackson and his orchestra.

Another record which looks like a big hit is "Little Valley in the Mountains" and Ray Noble gives it the best possible performance. Coupled with a sound record, the "Little Valley in the Mountains," and Ray Noble gives it the best possible performance. Coupled with a sound record, the "Little Valley in the Mountains," and Ray Noble gives it the best possible performance.

Early Release of Jan Kiepura's New Picture—My Song For You

Here Are Two Exclusive Parlorphone Records!

AR.218—My Song For You (Song in English). Jan Kiepura (Tenor) with orchestra.

ALREADY RELEASED AR.225—Il Trovatore—De Miles pita.

Ada—Gilda Aida (both in sings in Italian). Jan Kiepura with orchestra.

For film artists who "My Song For You" starring Jan Kiepura, will be released in Sydney immediately following the present run of "Blonia Time." Never in the history of the Gramophone was there such a "sitter" in its own right. On "Blonia Time," night, songs by Kiepura, and we expect special big business from "My Song For You," as recorded on number AR.218.

At the same time, we are featuring AR.252, which contains the two operatic numbers sung by Kiepura in "My Song For You." We therefore, are in the position of offering to a giant top of the line of numbers. Nothing more need be said as to the possibilities of these numbers.

Another Merry Record by Murgoyed and Winterbottom

Known to the public as Raymond Frankham and Tommy Handler.

A 618—Winter Sport—Murgoyed and Winterbottom. Pas—Murgoyed and Winterbottom. This new record by Murgoyed and Winterbottom (A.1941) was an inevitable success. They are bussier than ever.

A "Rhythm-Style" Record by Herde Hennessy and his Orchestra

A6070—Minnie the Moocher's Wedding Day. Footnot, without vocal chorus.

BROADCASTING BUSINESS
December 7th, 1934.

GILBERT AND SULLIVAN OPERAS

Music lovers, make a point of tuning to Station 4BC each Tuesday night at 9 o'clock, for a new series of recordings of Gilbert and Sullivan's tuneful comic operas. As the reputation of these operas has been found advisable to broadcast on the radio, the story of each work is accompanied by music from the actual production at the Savoy. The series was definitely listened to by probably the greatest of the musical experts in broadcasting circles. Adults as well as children were quite fascinated by the significant presentation of the adventures of -IANA, Captain Corcoran, Captain Pumblechook, the Gondoliers, and The Mikado. Note that anybody believed them, naturally, they would have been very good indeed, and together one was rather sorry to hear of Travers's marriage.

Now that Travers has settled down as a new English gentleman, a new series of operas is on record number 4BC.

New Dance Novelties

G.21213—The Minuettes' Parade—The Rhythmic Troubadours. Whistling Rhyt encore. The genius that created the novel arrangement of the "Teddy Bears' Picnic" on G.1272 is responsible for this facinating version of two more old favourites—the fact that the same hand renders a repetitive performance of the items is an interesting selling point.

In Town To-night

The programme of songs by the GRENADE GUARDS BAND G.21212—In Town To-night, March, ("The Grenadier's March") by Weimarstrasse. (From London). Commodore Grand Orchestra—Conducted by Mr. Winterbottom. A success almost overnight, and this is what has caused such a splendid release of this splendid 2/6. recordings.

Popular Theme Songs by the Broadway Gangs

B.21102—"A Country Seller!" by the Broadway Gangs. G.21102—"A Country Seller!" by the Broadway Gangs. Famous Original Gangs. Whistling Rhythm Troubadours. Whistling Rhythm Troubadours. This record is to be noted for the particularly nice arrangement of two attractive melodies, which are both so well featured.

New Scottish Dances

Noting the enhanced demand during recent months, Gilbert and Sullivan's operas are the most popular movements, providing it is obvious that such a series is not interfered with browsing.

HAND CLAPS

The Radio FIrst-Nighter from 2GBC had Monday evening handed over his hand and book hats and book hats to another caller.

It is rather interesting, and extremely satisfying to hear, that we are told by our musical friends, that the record is being well received by the Press. The Pentax to the extent of about 2GBC.

NEXT MOVE 3XY

Matters Temporarily at a Standstill

The New Broadcasting Station in N.Z.

The N.Z. Broadcasting Board has decided to increase the power of the Christchurch Station from 3000 to 10,000 watts, and are also planning to provide a new and powerful transmitting equipment will be installed. The power of the Christchurch Station will then have an output of 2750 watts is being continued in aid of the Mount Albert Post Office. Three new transmitters are to be installed, one costing 2500 pounds, another costing 2500 pounds, and the third costing 2500 pounds.

This is the 15th order placed by the New Zealand Board with A.W.A.

TO WELCOME 1935

Those who are already making preparations for the holidays should not forget the "Despatcher," which will be on sale on New Year's Eve. Charles Lawrence will appear as the Master of Ceremonies of the new broadcasting service, and the Conductor of the Community Singing. It is to be hoped that the festivities of the holidays will be enjoyed, and that the audience of the new programme will be large and enthusiastic. The "Despatcher" is a weekly newspaper, and the new service will be on sale at all the usual news agents. The "Despatcher" is produced by the New Zealand Broadcasting Board in aid of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales.
THE PRINCE AT NEWCASTLE

One of the outstanding features of the Prince Alfred Hospital's Twenty-first Birthday was the exhibition of the excellent Airplane and Helicopter displays which were arranged on Sydney Harbour and in the Royal Showground. The Prince also arrived in the city by air and was welcomed by a large crowd of people. The event was a great success and a fitting tribute to the hospital.

INTERNATIONAL TENNIS

The Australian Tennis Association has announced that the 1935 Davis Cup will be played in Melbourne. The match will take place on December 6th, 7th, and 8th, and will be broadcast live from the court by Mr. Dean Casos, and a complete sporting resume will be relayed by short wave transmitter from Milton Courts on December 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. The match will be broadcast in 46,246, whilst the total under the R.S.W. system used on this occasion.
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